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A full wave theory of high-harmonic fast wave absorption
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A theory of fast wave absorption in a high-beta plasma is given. A reduced, second-order, ordinary
differential equation has been used which includes all collisionless electron dissipation mechanisms
and ion cyclotron damping over many harmonics. This is relevant to the high-harmonic fast wave
heating scheme proposed by Ono@Phys. Plasmas2, 4075~1995!#. The parameters appropriate to the
National Spherical Tokamak Experiment NSTX@J. Spitzeret al., Fusion Technol.30, 1337~1996!#
have been used to investigate the absorption characteristics of electrons and ions under high-beta,
high-harmonic conditions.@S1070-664X~98!00206-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Small aspect ratio, spherical tokamaks represent a pr
ising alternative route to magnetic fusion.1–4 One of the ad-
vantages of spherical tokamaks is the high-beta condit
which is readily obtained5 due to the low value of the mag
netic field. In order to achieve fusion conditions in the
devices additional heating schemes must be employed. N
tral beam injection is presently in use on the Small, Tig
Aspect Ratio Tokamak~START1! and will also be utilized
on the Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak~MAST6!, the succes-
sor to START. On the other hand, a fast wave heat
scheme will be installed on the National Spherical Tokam
Experiment~NSTX!4 in the United States.

High-beta, low-magnetic-field plasmas provide a ve
different environment for radio frequency heating compa
with conventional tokamaks. In order to take account
these very different conditions and to be able to use exis
radio frequency systems, Ono7 has proposed the use of high
cyclotron-harmonic fast wave heating for NSTX. Th
scheme will be required to heat the NSTX plasma start
from electron and ion temperatures which are of the orde
0.1–0.2 keV. The principal aim of the fast wave heati
system is to heat the electrons both on and off axis an
drive the plasma current. Such a noninductive current d
scheme would have the highly desirable consequence o
lowing the ohmic solenoid to be dispensed with from t
central column of a spherical tokamak. Because of the lo
field, high-beta conditions, the electron dissipation at th
low temperatures is sufficient to commence heating, and
ther increase of the electron temperature causes still stro
electron absorption.

Ono7 has carried out calculations which indicate th
high-harmonic fast wave heating is a promising scheme
spherical tokamaks. In these calculations a parametric s
1070-664X/98/5(6)/1/7/$15.00 228
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of the absorption was made by solving the local dispers
relation for Imk' . The conditions for strong electron heatin
were obtained assuming cold ions. It was also noted
when hot ions were included, ion absorption could beco
significant and would eventually provide an accessibil
limit. This occurred for bulk ion temperatures between 1 a
2 keV.

The propagation of the fast wave at high cyclotron h
monics (n;20) in a plasma containing hot ions poses a ve
different problem in a spherical tokamak from that in a co
ventional tokamak. The fast wave is usually thought of a
cold plasma wave in which the properties of the wave
dominated by the perpendicular motion of the ions. In t
kinetic description, this corresponds to then561 harmonics
which are the only ones to survive in the limit of a co
plasma. Other harmonic terms are only important when
wave frequency is very close to the particular ion cyclotr
harmonic.

An important quantity for ion cyclotron interactions o
the fast wave is the ratior i /l' , wherer i is the ion Larmor
radius andl' is the perpendicular wavelength of the fa
wave. This is characterized by the parameterl i

[k'
2 vTi

2 /2V i
2 where the symbols have their usual meanin

For low cyclotron harmonics in conventional tokamaks,l i

!1. For the proposed NSTX withB050.25 T, a plasma den
sity of 531019 m23, and a harmonic number ofn520, lD

.64TD (keV) where a deuterium plasma has been assum
andk' has been approximated byv/cA . Hence, for modest
ion temperatures~e.g., Ti*0.1 keV! the fast wave will
propagate under large Larmor radius conditions.

In these circumstances, the contribution of then561
harmonics to the propagation of the fast wave becomes n
ligible, as do a number of the other lower harmonics. E
dently, the fast wave behavior is governed by a few harm
4
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2285Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 6, June 1998 Lashmore-Davies, Fuchs, and Cairns
ics in the vicinity of the nearest ion cyclotron resonan
Nevertheless, the hot plasma contributions produce a
sponse which is close to the cold value, namelyk';v/cA .
In contrast to the situation in a low beta tokamak where
interaction of the fast wave with high ion cyclotron harmo
ics is negligible for a thermal plasma, this interaction b
comes important, especially when the fast wave cros
many cyclotron harmonics, as it will in the field of a sphe
cal tokamak.

As emphasized already,7 the interaction of the ion cyclo
tron harmonics with the fast wave becomes crucial in ass
ing the effectiveness of fast wave heating in this regim
When the fast wave crosses each ion cyclotron harmo
resonance it will either undergo cyclotron damping, mo
conversion to an ion Bernstein wave, or a combination
both effects. Incident fast wave energy which is not cyc
tron damped or mode converted will be transmitted. For lo
field side incidence the mode-converted ion Bernstein w
will give rise to reflection of the fast wave.

In order to quantify the relative significance of the
effects we must use a full wave treatment. In general,
requires the solution of a coupled system of integrodiffer
tial equations.8,9 However, we shall attempt a much simpl
approach in order to obtain the main features of fast w
heating under these unusual conditions and hence provid
efficient technique for assessing the heating performanc

The approach is based on the fast wa
approximation10,11 that has been used successfully in mod
ing ion cyclotron heating in conventional tokamaks. In t
most recent version,12,13 a second-order differential equatio
was constructed from the full electromagnetic, hot plas
dispersion relation. This allowed the electron damping to
calculated in addition to the ion absorption. This is importa
for modeling high-harmonic fast wave heating since its p
pose is electron heating and current drive. However, the
jor problem for the fast wave approximation in high-be
conditions is to obtain a reliable description of the ion dis
pation as the wave successively crosses many ion cyclo
harmonics. Since we use a second-order equation that
describes the propagation of the fast wave, mode conver
is not explicitly included. However, its effect is indicated b
the occurrence of reflection from an ion cyclotron resona
region. Ion cyclotron damping is, of course, included expl
itly and the aim is to provide an accurate calculation of th
The fast wave equation is formulated for a one-dimensio
model in which the toroidal magnetic field, the equilibriu
density, and temperatures vary as a function ofx which
simulates the radial coordinate. The amplitude of the f
wave is described byEy and the other electric field compo
nents can be obtained from this with the aid of the lo
polarization relations.

II. THE FAST WAVE APPROXIMATION FOR HIGH
HARMONICS

The problem of fast wave heating at high-ion-cyclotr
harmonics in a spherical tokamak plasma contains a num
of novel features. Because of the large magnetic shea
these plasmas, particularly in the edge region, where the
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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loidal magnetic field is comparable to or even larger than
toroidal magnetic field, theki-spectrum is much more diffi-
cult to model and solutions are only now beginning
emerge. Consequently, theki-spectrum is not known reliably
at present. Another novel feature is that the magnetic fi
profile can be nonmonotonic. In this paper we shall not
dress either of these issues but will concentrate on the h
beta aspect of spherical tokamaks. As already discussed
means that the fast wave propagates under conditions w
the ion Larmor radius of the thermal ions can be much lar
than the perpendicular wavelength. Under these circu
stances the propagation and absorption of the fast wave
nonuniform plasma gives rise to three coupled integrodiff
ential equations. Sauter and Vaclavik8 and Brambilla9 have
developed codes to solve this system of equations for abs
tion of fast wave energy by alpha particles in conventio
tokamaks. Smitheet al.14 have recently produced a simila
code to deal with the high-harmonic case. These codes
extremely complicated and very time consuming.

In this paper we have extended the fast wave appro
mation to deal with the high-harmonic case. The fast wa
approximation was originally developed for low-beta co
ventional tokamaks, to deal with second harmonic,10 minor-
ity, and ion hybrid resonance.11 It was later extended to in
clude electron dissipation.12,13 In the present context we
employ the fast wave approximation to provide a full wa
theory of all electron dissipation mechanisms and ion cyc
tron absorption at many cyclotron harmonics.

We begin with the full, hot plasma electromagnetic d
persion relation for a locally uniform plasma. This can
written in many different ways. However, it is convenient
write it in the following form for reasons that will becom
apparent shortly. Thus,

n'
2 5eyy2ni

22
exy

2

~exx2ni
2!

2
eyz

2

~ezz2n'
2 !

1
2exyeyz~exz1n'ni!

~ezz2n'
2 !~exx2ni

2!

2
~eyy2n2!~exz1n'ni!

2

~ezz2n'
2 !~exx2ni

2!
. ~1!

For a cold plasma, the fast wave refractive index is giv
very accurately by the first three terms on the right-hand s
of Eq. ~1!. This is because the remaining terms are eit
zero for the cold plasma limit or very small becauseezz is
much larger than the other elements of the dielectric ten
for the frequency range of interest. The latter condition is
reason thatEi!E' for the fast wave which is still true for a
hot plasma.

The fast wave approximation in a low-beta plasma
obtained by substituting the cold plasma refractive index i
the hot plasma corrections to the dielectric tensor eleme
This enables a reduced, second-order fast wave equatio
be obtained which includes ion cyclotron damping, wa
resonance~when it occurs!, and all electron dissipation ef
fects. Wave resonance arises whenexx2ni

2→0 in the third
term on the right-hand side of Eq.~1!. It is clear that this
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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term contains information on the effect of ion Bernste
waves on the fast wave.

We follow a similar procedure for the high harmon
case. Here,

exx.11(
j

vp j
2

vkivT j
(

n5250

50
n2I n~l j !Z~zn j!

l j
, ~2!

wherezn j[(v2nV j )/kivT j . In Eq. ~2! only then50 term
is important for the electrons, but for the ions the summat
over the first 50 cyclotron harmonics is included. For t
conditions relevant to NSTX the first 20 or so harmonics w
be resonant across the machine. We have therefore ca
out the sum over the ion harmonics ton550 for greater
accuracy. The same procedure is adopted for the other
ments of the dielectric tensor where the notation of Stix15 has
been used.

In contrast to the low-beta case, if the cold plasma roo
substituted into Eq.~1! it does not give a good approximatio
to the fast wave root for the high-beta, high-harmonic ca
Hence, in order to obtain a reliable description of the pro
gation, reflection, and damping of the fast wave a differ
procedure has been used to generate the fast wave equ
This is derived with the aid of the full transcendental, ele
tromagnetic dispersion relation which is obtained by sub
tuting Eq.~2!, and similar expressions for the other eleme
of the dielectric tensor, into Eq.~1!. The exact, fast wave
root k'F

2 is extracted from this equation and this is used
the potential,V(x), in the fast wave equation for the high
beta, high-harmonic case, which is written as

d2Ey

dx2 1V~x!Ey50. ~3!

The exact, fast wave root is a local value which is spatia
varying due to the equilibrium profiles which specify th
inhomogeneous plasma. The spatial variation fork'

2 (x),
which must be solved for at each position, gives the spa
dependence of the fast wave potential. For the present
dimensional model we assume a straight magnetic field w
a linear gradient, i.e.,

B0~x!5 î zB0S 11
x

RD . ~4!

The density and temperatures were assumed to have pro
of the form

A5A0~12xg1!g2. ~5!

We have takeng15g252 for the temperature profile an
g152, g250.5 for the density profile.

The second-order fast wave equation given by Eq.~3!
was integrated across the interaction region to obtain
transmission, reflection, and absorption coefficients for
fast wave. Since, by definition, Eq.~3! only describes the
propagation of the fast wave, it does not include explici
the phenomenon of mode conversion. However, the solu
of the fast wave equation will contain a ‘‘signature’’ of mod
conversion which may occur in the vicinity of an ion cycl
tron harmonic resonance. If mode conversion is significa
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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the fast wave will be partially reflected at the correspond
ion cyclotron harmonic for low-field side incidence.

The power absorbed can be calculated by compu
1
2Re J–E* , giving

P5
ve0

2
uExu2 Im exx1

ve0

2
uEyu2 Im eyy

1
ve0

2
uEzu2 Im ezz1ve0 Re~ExEz* !Im exz

2ve0 Im~ExEy* !Re exy1ve0 Im~EzEy* !Re eyz.

~6!

The power absorbed by the ions is dominated by the fi
second, and fifth terms whereas the electron power abs
tion is given by the second, third, and sixth terms. For
ions it is the various harmonic terms which contribu
whereas for the electrons only then50 term is important
sincev!Ve .

Because the exact fast wave root of the full electrom
netic dispersion relation is used we must take account of
fact that the root is complex in order to calculate the pow
absorbed. Thus

k'F5k11 ik2 . ~7!

Hence, the first term in Eq.~6! gives

ve0

2
uExu2 Im exx~k'F!

.
ve0

2
uExu2 Im exx~k1!1

ve0

2
uExu2k2

]

]k1
Re exx~k1!,

~8!

where the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~8! contrib-
utes to the power dissipated and the second term repres
the contribution of the particles to the power flow. This
usually referred to as the kinetic power flow and can
negative in some regions and positive in others. It can the
fore influence the amplitude of the electromagnetic field. T
power dissipated is obtained from Eq.~6! by expanding all
the terms in a similar manner, thus separating those res
sible for absorption from those responsible for kinetic pow
flow.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The NSTX experiment, which is presently under co
struction, will include a high-harmonic fast wave heatin
system. We have therefore used the fast wave equatio
investigate the properties of high-harmonic heating for
rameters relevant to NSTX. We have assumed a deuter
plasma with a central density,ne05531019 m23. The major
and minor radii have been taken asR50.8 m and a
50.64 m. The frequency of the fast wave has been take
f 541 MHz. These are also the parameters used by O7

when solving the hot plasma dispersion relation.
The first case we consider corresponds to the initial c

ditions in NSTX before the application of the high-harmon
heating. We therefore assume a central electron tempera
Te050.2 keV, and a central ion temperature,Ti050.1 keV.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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The fast wave is assumed to be incident from the low-fi
side and forki in the range 8 – 10 m21 the absorption is
negligible. For the same plasma conditions but a hig
range of parallel wave numbers withki between 16 and
20 m21, Fig. 1 shows that the absorption is close to total
the larger values ofki ~i.e., for a single transit!. The indi-
vidual contributions to the power absorbed are shown in F
2. The spatial location of the absorbed power is also give
Fig. 2, which is calculated for a valueki517 m21, and
shows that the power is deposited fairly close to the cente

FIG. 1. Power transmission (T) and absorption (D) coefficients as a func-
tion of ki(m21) for a deuterium plasma with NSTX parameters~ne055
31019 m23, R50.8 m, a50.64 m, B050.25 T, f 541 MHz, Te

50.2 keV, andTD50.1 keV!.

FIG. 2. Individual contributions to the power absorbed as a function
position for ki517 m21 ~I 5 ions, 35electron Landau damping, 2
5electron transit time damping, andx5electron cross terms!.
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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the discharge. The ion cyclotron absorption is seen to
negligible and the largest contribution comes from the el
tron Landau damping labelled by the number 3. The tran
time damping, labelled by 2, is about a factor 3 smaller a
the cross terms~labelledx! give their usual negative contri
bution.

Next, we consider a case where the central electron t
peratureTe051 keV with a central ion temperature,Ti0

50.51 keV. For this case, the range ofki is 8 – 10 m21 and
the power absorbed by the electrons, labelled (E), and the
ions (I ) is shown in Fig. 3. We see that this represents
critical case since for the lower values ofki , Pi.Pe , while
for the larger values,Pe.Pi . This information is also ex-
hibited in Fig. 4, which gives the various contributions to t
electron absorption indicating that the transit time damp
is larger than the electron Landau damping for these co
tions. The total power absorbed as a function of position
ki59.5 m21 is given in Fig. 5 which shows that for thes
hotter conditions the absorption occurs further from the c
ter.

It is instructive to illustrate the separation of the kine
power contributions from the power absorbed as shown
Eq. ~8!. The individual contributions to ReJ–E* are shown
in Fig. 6, where the dielectric tensor elements have b
evaluated with the exact complex value ofk'F . The power
absorbed over the range fromx525 to x55 cm is shown
and it can be seen that there are substantial regions wher
ion contribution is negative. In Fig. 7, the power absorbed
shown over the same spatial region, calculated using o
k1 , the real part ofk'F , as indicated in Eq.~8!. It can be
seen that the power absorbed by the ions is now posi
definite. The ion and electron contributions to the kine
power calculated according to Eq.~8! are shown in Fig. 8.
Both are negative for these conditions.

f

FIG. 3. Power absorbed by ions (I ) and electrons (E) as a function of
ki(m21) for the parameters of Fig. 1 exceptTe051 keV and TD

50.51 keV.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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2288 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 6, June 1998 Lashmore-Davies, Fuchs, and Cairns
When both the electron and ion temperatures have
value of 1 keV and the parallel wave number is in the ran
8 – 10 m21, the power is almost totally absorbed by the ion
Over this range of parallel wave numbers the ion absorp
falls from 100% for the lowest value ofki to about 93% for
the largest value. Furthermore, the power is absorbed c
to the plasma edge. These conditions are clearly unfavor
for electron heating and current drive, either on or off ax
For these conditions, Fig. 9 shows that the kinetic pow
flow of the ions oscillates between negative and smaller p
tive values as a function of position.

FIG. 4. Individual contributions to the electron power absorbed as a fu
tion of position with the notation of Fig. 2.

FIG. 5. Total power absorbed as a function of position for the condition
Fig. 3 andki59.5 m21.
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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The previous case is put into perspective by the fi
examples. For these,ki is again in the range 8 – 10 m21 and
the central ion temperature is still 1 keV, but now a cent
electron temperature of 2 keV is considered. For the low
end of the range ofki the ions absorb about 70% of th
power and the electrons about 30%. Equal sharing of
power occurs atki.9 m21 and at the upper end of the rang
of ki the electrons absorb about 65% of the power compa
to 35% by the ions.

The sensitivity of the ratioPe /Pi to the value ofki is
illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11. For these two casesTe0

51.5 keV andTi050.8 keV. In Fig. 10 the power absorbe

c-

f

FIG. 6. Individual contributions to the power absorbed as a function
position for the parameters of Fig. 3 withki59.5 m21. The power absorbed
has not been separated from the kinetic power in this figure.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but with the kinetic power subtracted.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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by the electrons and the ions is plotted as a function of
sition for ki56 m21. For this case the powers are again a
proximately equal. In Fig. 11 the value ofki is 8 m21 and
now the electron power is much larger than the ion powe

Mode conversion of the fast wave to the ion Bernst
wave does not appear to be significant for the conditi
relevant to high-harmonic heating in high-beta, spherical
kamaks. When there is strong coupling of the fast wave
the ions it is through harmonic ion cyclotron damping whi
evidently suppresses mode conversion. In the calculat
that we have performed we have found almost no reflec

FIG. 8. Ion and electron contributions to the kinetic power for the para
eters of Fig. 6, plotted as a function of position.

FIG. 9. Ion and electron contributions to the kinetic power as a function
position for the parameters of Fig. 1 exceptTe051 keV, TD51 keV, and
ki58.5 m21.
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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of the fast wave as it crosses the ion cyclotron harmo
resonances.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have extended the fast wave approximation to p
vide a reduced, full wave model for high-harmonic fast wa
heating in high-beta conditions relevant to spherical to
maks. The conditions expected in the future NSTX ha
been considered for illustrative purposes. Our results con
Ono’s7 conclusion that electron absorption can be stro
even for the initial conditions,Ti0;0.1 keV and Te0

-

f

FIG. 10. Power absorbed by ions (I ) and electrons (E) as a function of
position for the parameters of Fig. 1 exceptTe051.5 keV, TD50.8 keV,
andki56 m21.

FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10 exceptki58 m21.
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;0.2 keV, although large values ofki;16– 20 m21 are evi-
dently required for significant electron absorption. For the
conditions, ion absorption is negligible.

For hotter electrons,Te0;1 keV, the electron absorptio
becomes still stronger and hence the absorption reg
moves outward, making off-axis current drive feasible b
central current drive difficult. For higher ion temperature
ion damping becomes significant. WhenTi0 is in the range
0.5–1 keV, the ion absorption can become comparable
even much larger than the electron absorption. Neverthe
conditions can still be achieved wherePe@Pi if Te0.Ti0 .
The ratioPe /Pi is very sensitive to the value ofki , making
the role of the, inevitable, strong magnetic shear crucial.

We have also shown that it is important to distingui
the kinetic power in order to obtain positive definite valu
for the power absorbed. For low electron temperatures, e
tron Landau damping makes the largest contribution to e
tron dissipation, whereas, for higher temperatures, tra
time damping is larger, although electron Landau dampin
still comparable. The cross terms always cancel part of
transit time damping and the electron Landau damping.

Clearly, it is important to carry out further calculation
using a sheared magnetic field model in order to provid
more realistic assessment of high-harmonic fast wave h
ing for spherical tokamaks. Such a model will be inves
gated in future work. The present, very simple model is
crude to provide a definitive conclusion but it does indic
that ion absorption can become important at the rather m
est ion temperatures of 0.5–1 keV.
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